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Quantum nature of laser light
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All compositions of a mixed-state density operator are equivalent for the
prediction of the probabilities of future outcomes of measurements. For retrodiction, however, this is not the case. The retrodictive formalism of quantum
mechanics provides a criterion for deciding that some compositions are ﬁctional.
Fictional compositions do not contain preparation device operators, that is
operators corresponding to states that could have been prepared. We apply this
to Mølmer’s controversial conjecture that optical coherences in laser light are a
ﬁction and ﬁnd agreement with his conjecture. We generalize Mølmer’s derivation
of the interference between two lasers to avoid the use of any ﬁctional states. We
also examine another possible method for discriminating between coherent states
and photon number states in laser light and ﬁnd that it does not work, with the
equivalence for prediction saved by entanglement.

1. Introduction
It is usually assumed that the light from a single-mode laser is in a coherent state
with a deﬁnite but unknown phase. This description can be used successfully for
most practical purposes. Such a state gives photocount statistics that are in accord
with experiment and has coherence properties similar to those of a classical ﬁeld,
which are useful for explaining interference eﬀects. A coherent state is a superposition of photon number states and its density matrix in the photon number basis
has non-zero oﬀ-diagonal elements, which we can refer to as optical coherences. As
the phase of the laser light at any particular time is considered to be unknown, we
can assign to each value of phase an equal a priori probability of occurring. This can
be expressed by writing an ensemble-averaged density operator for the laser light as
ð 2p
d
jihj
^ F ¼
,
ð1Þ
2p
0
where ji, with  ¼ jj expðiÞ, is a coherent state. This is in accord with standard
derivations of the density operator for the laser ﬁeld.
In an important and controversial paper, Mølmer [1] has questioned whether the
standard interpretation above is correct. He conjectures that the optical coherences
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are merely a convenient ﬁction. The density operator in equation (1) can be
partitioned in many diﬀerent ways, including
1

X
jj2n
jnihnj:
^ F ¼ exp jj2
n!
n¼0

ð2Þ

Equations (1) and (2) produce the same diagonal density matrix in the number state
representation with the oﬀ-diagonal elements, or coherences, averaging to zero if we
start with equation (1), or being identically zero in each term if we take the matrix
elements of equation (2). Just as equation (1) is what we would write if we knew that
the laser ﬁeld was prepared in a coherent state but have no information about its
phase, equation (2) is what we would write if we knew that the ﬁeld was prepared in a
number state but have only probabilistic information as to which state. The actual
density operator, which is what we would write if we had suﬃcient information
about the preparation, would possess coherences in the ﬁrst case but not in
the second case. An immediately obvious objection to the second interpretation
is that interference between beams from two lasers has been observed [2]. This
seems to support the idea that laser light has a well-deﬁned, if unknown, phase
and thus supports the coherent state interpretation. Mølmer [1, 3], however, has
examined the interference between two beams from laser cavities that are initially in
identical number states and showed, surprisingly, that similar interference eﬀects are
obtained.
This is an example of the indistinguishability of diﬀerent partitions of a density
operator by means of measurement outcomes [4, 5]. Preferring one partition to
another is sometimes called the ‘preferred ensemble fallacy’ or ‘partition ensemble
fallacy’ [6–8]. Essentially ^ F itself does not contain enough information to enable us
to say what the real state is. Furthermore we cannot distinguish diﬀerent partitions
of ^ F by subsequent measurement, because the probability of the outcome j of any
^ j Þ, where P
^ j is the associated element of
measurement of the light is given by Trð^ F P
a probability operator measure (POM), and the measurable expectation value of any
^ j nor A^ adds any information about
observable A^ is given by Trð^ F A^ Þ. Neither P
the state itself. It follows that all statistical predictions for the ensemble are determined by ^ F and not by its real composition [4]. While a density operator can be
constructed from knowledge of the component states and their corresponding a priori
probabilities, it is not possible to reverse the procedure and to infer the composition
of the mixture uniquely from the density operator itself.
Mølmer’s conjecture with its immediate ramiﬁcations, for example that squeezed
light as presently generated is also a myth, has certainly not been universally
accepted and has been argued against [8–10]. Most physicists still prefer to accept
that lasers produce coherent states. The issue was revived by Rudolph and Sanders
[7] in respect to continuous variable quantum teleportation. They argued that the
appearance of success of experiments on this type of teleportation relies on
interpreting the real state of the laser light used as being a coherent state of unknown
phase, in disagreement with Mølmer’s conjecture. The arguments of Rudolph and
Sanders have also not received widespread acceptance, with continuous variable
quantum teleportation being defended [8, 11].
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The preferred ensemble fallacy raises the question as to whether or not the reality
of a particular composition of the density operator has any meaning. For predictive
purposes we have freedom to choose any composition that we like. Does this mean
that we are at liberty to say that any composition is as real as any other and thus it is
a matter of choice whether we say the experiments do or do not demonstrate
continuous variable quantum teleportation? In this paper, we examine this question.
The real state of a system is correlated with the state in which the system was actually
prepared. Inferring the actual state in which a system was prepared from a
knowledge of measurement outcomes is a matter of retrodiction [12, 13]. The
retrodictive formalism of quantum mechanics [13] gives a means of doing this.
Just as there are measurement device operators, or POM elements, that contain
information about how a system will be measured, in the retrodictive formalism
there are preparation device operators that contain information about the way in
which a system was prepared. We ﬁnd that the retrodictive formalism does allow us
to ascertain preferred compositions and thus to attach notions of reality and ﬁction
to particular states. We apply this in the context of examining the state of laser
light. A diﬃculty with laser light is that describing it by any unentangled density
operator such as ^ F is most likely a ﬁction in itself. This leads us to generalize
Mølmer’s mechanism for the interference between two lasers to avoid invoking any
ﬁctional states.

2. Symmetric quantum mechanics and causality
Because of the unfamiliarity of the quantum retrodictive formalism we give a brief
outline here. Consider an experiment where Alice prepares a system in some
state which we associate with a preparation event i and then, before the system
has had time to evolve signiﬁcantly, Bob performs a measurement on the system with
an outcome j. This experiment is repeated many times and list of combined events
(i, j) for each experiment is constructed. The basic postulate connecting quantum
mechanics to probability can be expressed in the preparation-measurement symmetric form [13]


^ i G^ j
Tr L
  ,
Pði, j Þ ¼
^ G^
Tr L

ð3Þ

where Pði, j Þ is the probability for the combined event as measured by the occurrence
^ i and G^ j are positive or negative deﬁnite operators acting on
frequency on the list, L
P
P
^ ¼
^ ^
^
^
^
the Hilbert space of the system, L
i Li and G ¼
j Gj . The set of Li ðGj Þ, which
are called preparation (measurement) device operators, provides a mathematical
description of the action of the preparation (measurement) device. As multiplication
^ i or G^ j by a constant does not alter Pði, j Þ, we can, without loss of generality, set
of L
^ ¼ 1 and Tr G^ ¼ 1. Let us assume that both Alice and Bob faithfully record
Tr L
every preparation event and associated measurement event respectively. Then we can
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ﬁnd the probability, or occurrence frequency, for preparation event i by summing
Pði, j Þ over j. This yields


^ i G^
Tr L
ð4Þ
PðiÞ ¼   :
^ G^
Tr L
Suppose that the series of Alice’s preparation events on identical systems takes an
hour and Bob performs the corresponding measurements the next day with his
choice of measuring device. The occurrence frequency P(i) can be easily ascertained
by Alice as soon as she has ﬁnished the series of preparation events. From
equation (4), however, we see that P(i) is a function of G^ , which relates to Bob’s
measuring apparatus. If Bob were to have some control over G^ , he could use this
control to aﬀect P(i) in equation (4) and thus to send a message to Alice which she
would receive on the previous day, which would violate causality. To preserve
causality, we must therefore ensure that Bob’s choice of measuring device cannot
aﬀect P(i) given by equation (4). If Bob is using a Stern–Gerlach apparatus, say,
then, by selecting any orientation of the magnetic ﬁeld at will, he can perform a
unitary transformation on G^ . If this were to change G^ appropriately, he could
exert some control over P(i). To prevent this, that is to impose causality, we must
demand that G^ be unaﬀected by any unitary transformation and thus must be
^ i , which, because
proportional to the unit operator, that is G^ ¼ k1^ . Then PðiÞ ¼ Tr L
this is determined solely by Alice, we can call the a priori probability of preparing
^ j  G^ j =k, we see that P
^ j are positive deﬁnite operators that sum to
state i. Deﬁning P
the unit operator and are thus the elements of a POM. We can also deﬁne
^ i =Tr L
^ i , which will be a positive deﬁnite operator with trace unity, that is a
^ i  L
density operator. Then we can write the probability of detection event j given
preparation event i as


Pði, j Þ
^j ,
¼ Tr i P
PðjjiÞ ¼
ð5Þ
PðiÞ
which is the standard postulate for predictive quantum mechanics. From the above
we see that this standard expression incorporates causality.
The corresponding retrodictive expression Pðij jÞ, that is, the probability that
Alice prepared state i if Bob’s measurement event is j, is given by


^ ^
Pði, j Þ Tr Li Pj

:
¼
Pðijj Þ ¼
ð6Þ
Pð j Þ
^P
^j
Tr L
We can perform this retrodictive calculation if we know the set of preparation device
^ i , that is the action of the preparation device. Noting from above that
operators L
^ i ¼ PðiÞ^ i , we see that the retrodiction is possible if we know the states that
L
Alice can possibly
prepare and the a priori probabilities of her doing so. Further,
P
^ ¼
^ is just the density operator, ^ say, that we would
^ i , we see that L
because L
L
i
^ i but do not
assign to the state if we knew the set of preparation device operators L
know which individual state was prepared and have no measurement information.
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To shorten the discussion, we have left out time evolution here but this can be
incorporated. For a closed system we can apply either a unitary forward-time
evolution operator to the preparation device operators or a unitary backward-time
evolution operator to the measurement POM elements [13]. The cyclic property of
the trace ensures that the same probabilities are obtained. For open systems the
situation is more complicated but is tractable [14].
From the above we see that we can assign a density operator to the prepared
state, in the absence of knowledge of the actual state prepared or any measurement
information, given by
X
^ ¼
PðiÞ^ i ,
ð7Þ
i

where the sum is over the states that can possibly be prepared. Subsequent
information about the outcome of a measurement allows us to ﬁnd the probability
that a particular state was actually prepared. From equations (6) and (7) this is
h
i
^j
Tr PðiÞ^ i P

 :
Pði j j Þ ¼
ð8Þ
^j
Tr ^ P
Comparing equation (8) with equation (5), we note that equation (5) is predictive,
giving the probability that a particular measurement event will take place given the
outcome of a preparation event; equation (8) is retrodictive, giving the probability
that a particular preparation event did take place given the outcome of a measurement event. The lack of symmetry in form arises from the diﬀerent normalization
conditions imposed on the preparation and measurement device operators by our
requirement of causality [15]. Later we shall apply equation (8) to study the case of
the interference of light leaking from two cavities containing ﬁelds prepared in
coherent states.

3. Retrodiction and the preferred ensemble fallacy
We now examine the preferred ensemble fallacy. If the best description that we can
give to the prepared state is ^ , then statistical predictions of future outcomes are
^ j is the POM element
determined by equation (5) with ^ i replaced by ^ and where P
evolved back in time to the time of preparation. Although we can also express ^
mathematically as linear combinations of states other than those in equation (7),
some of which may be impossible to prepare with the particular preparation device,
this will not aﬀect these predictions. For making retrodictions, on the other hand,
expansion (7) most certainly is a preferred decomposition. Other expansions will not
give the correct preparation device operators that are essential for use in the
numerator of equation (6) or (8), allowing us to calculate the correct retrodictive
probabilities that particular states were actually prepared. The simplest illustration
of this is as follows. Suppose that Alice has, for example, a Stern–Gerlach apparatus
that prepares a spin-half atom in the states jþzi or jzi and she prepares these
with equal probability. The preparation device operators that describe this device
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^ þ ¼ jþzihþzj=2 and L
^  ¼ jzihzj=2. Bob has a measurement
mathematically are L
device described mathematically by the measurement device operators
^ þ ¼ jþxihþxj and P
^  ¼ jxihxj (which are elements of a POM). In the absence
P
of knowledge as to which state Alice prepared, ^ ¼ 1^ =2 and the probability of a
measurement outcome þx is 1/2. The probability of a measurement outcome x is
also 1/2. The probability that any other state, such as jþyi, is measured is zero as
jþyihþyj is not a measurement device operator. In the retrodictive case, we ﬁnd from
equation (6) that, if the measurement outcome is þx or x, then the probability that
the prepared state was jþzi is 1/2 as is the probability that the prepared state was
jzi. The probability that the prepared state was jþyi, say, is zero as jþyihþyj=2
is not a preparation device operator. This is true even though we can write ^ ¼ 1^ =2
as jþyihþyj=2 þ jyihyj=2. Thus the composition of the density operator in
terms of the actual preparation device operators is essential for inferring what
state was actually prepared. In only this composition are the coeﬃcients preparation
probabilities. There is certainly a preferred ensemble.

4. Preparation of coherent states
As the measured statistical properties of laser light are determined by a density
operator^ F , the correlation functions indicating various orders of coherence in the
sense used by Glauber [16], for example in terms of maximum fringe contrast, will be
unaﬀected by a particular composition. Only in situations such as that raised by
Rudolph and Sanders [7] in respect to continuous variable quantum teleportation,
where a decision must be made whether or not laser light really is in a coherent state
with unknown phase, is the composition important. From our preceding discussion,
the state that a laser is really in is determined by the state in which it is prepared. This
in turn is determined by the preparation device operators which themselves are
determined by the physical action of the preparation device. Standard theories of the
laser [17], unfortunately, aim only at determining ^ F itself. Mølmer [1] has brieﬂy
discussed some physical reasons for his conjecture that the coherent state description
of laser light may be wrong. In this section, we look at this question a little more
closely.
Often a coherent state is regarded as that produced by a classical current such as
an oscillating charged body. This is because mathematically we can create a coherent
state from the vacuum by displacing it with a Glauber operator exp ða^ y   a^ Þ [18]
where the operators are creation and annihilation operators and  is a c-number. This
displacement operator corresponds to a unitary evolution operator for a classically
oscillating source coupled to a ﬁeld mode of the same frequency. It is worth
examining ﬁrstly, therefore, the broader question as to whether or not it is indeed
possible to produce a coherent state from a quantum-mechanical source. Let the ﬁeld
mode with frequency ! be coupled to a quantum source system with gaps between
energy levels of 
h!. Let the interaction Hamiltonian be of an energy-conserving form


H^ I ¼ il a^ y c^  c^y a^ ,

ð9Þ
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which commutes with the total free Hamiltonian of the source plus the ﬁeld.
The operator c^ acts on the state space of the source and a^ is the annihilation
operator of the ﬁeld. Then in the interaction picture the Hamiltonian will be just H^ I .
In the Heisenberg representation we easily obtain from equation (9)
da^ðtÞ
¼ lc^ðtÞ:
dt

ð10Þ

Let the initial state of the combined system be jiS j0iF . The vacuum state j0iF of the
ﬁeld is a coherent state, that is an eigenstate of a^ , with complex amplitude (0) ¼ 0.
We want the ﬁeld to stay in an eigenstate of a^ at later times t but with a non-zero
amplitude (t). That is, we want
 
 
a^ U^ ðtÞ S j0iF ¼ ðtÞU^ ðtÞ S j0iF ,

ð11Þ

where U^ ðtÞ is the time displacement operator for the Hamiltonian (9). If equation
(11) is true, then, by letting a^ ðtÞ ¼ U^ 1 ðtÞa^U^ ðtÞ act on jiS j0iF , we can show from
equation (10) that the evolved state U^ ðtÞjiS j0iF is also an eigenstate of c^ with
eigenvalue ðtÞ ¼ l1 dðtÞ=dt for all times t. Therefore jiS is an eigenstate of c^.
Thus, for a quantum system to produce a ﬁeld in a coherent state as described above,
the initial state of the source must be coherent in the sense of being in an eigenstate
of c^. Because in this case ha^y c^  c^y a^ i vanishes initially and ða^y c^  c^y a^ Þ commutes with
the Hamiltonian,  ðtÞðtÞ must be real at all times. Thus the argument of (t) must
be the same as the argument of (t).
An important attribute of a coherent state ji is that it has a well-deﬁned phase if
reasonably intense. Its mean phase in a suitably chosen 2p window is the argument
of  and its variance in the same window becomes quite small for a large mean
photon number [19]. In the above discussion, we see that the mean phase of the
coherent state produced by the source is the same as that of the source itself. That is,
the phase information of the ﬁeld comes from the source of the ﬁeld, exactly as
happens classically.
A particular example of a source such as that described above is a charged
quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator. Here c^ will be an annihilation operator of
the oscillator so the source state required to produce a coherent state of the ﬁeld is
a coherent state of the oscillator. Suppose that, instead of representing a particular
coherent state, the initial density operator of the oscillator can be written as
^ S ¼

1
X

PN jN iS S hN j,

ð12Þ

N¼0

where jNiS are the energy eigenstates of the oscillator. Because of the energyconserving form of equation (9) the state j0iF jNiS will evolve with time to a
superposition
jCN i ¼

1
X
n¼0

cn, N jniF jN  niS ,

ð13Þ
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where jniF are the energy, or photon number eigenstates of the ﬁeld. It follows
straightforwardly that
TrðjCN ihCN j n  miF F hnjÞ ¼ hCN j n  miF F hn j CN i ¼ 0,

ð14Þ

where 0 < m  n. The reduced density operator ^ F for the ﬁeld at this time will be
!
X
PN jCN ihCN j :
ð15Þ
^ F ¼ TrS
N

From equations (15) and (14) it follows that all oﬀ-diagonal elements of the reduced
density operator representing the state of the ﬁeld in the energy basis are zero. That
is, there are no optical coherences. As shown in [20], the phase properties of the ﬁeld
are directly determined by the oﬀ-diagonal elements of ^ F :


1
 1X
ðhn þ mj^ F jni þ hnj^ F jn þ miÞ,
cosðm’Þ ¼
2 n¼0

ð16Þ

1
 iX
sinðm’Þ ¼
ðhnj^ F jn þ mi  hn þ mj^ F jniÞ:
2 n¼0

ð17Þ



Thus the vanishing of the oﬀ-diagonal elements means that the phase probability
distribution is uniform, or the phase is random; that is, a phase measurement of the
ﬁeld is equally likely to yield any value in a 2p range.
While physically it is not unreasonable that, if we start oﬀ with a random phase
we end up with random phase, we must examine the nature of the randomness.
Suppose that in equation (12) we can say that the coeﬃcients PN are probabilities
that the associated oscillator energy states have been prepared by a preparation
device; that is, the oscillator is prepared in an energy state but we do not know which
state. Then we can say that the ﬁeld produced by the oscillator really has a purely
random phase; that is, the ﬁeld has no phase coherence at all. No extra knowledge of
the preparation event would change the probability that a measurement yields a
particular value of phase. It would be a ﬁction to say that the ﬁeld is in a coherent
state with a well-deﬁned but unknown phase. Suppose, on the other hand, that PN
are not oscillator preparation probabilities but are equal, for example, to the
corresponding coeﬃcients in equation (2) and that ^ S can be written in the form
(1) where the coeﬃcients are preparation probabilities for coherent states of the
oscillator. Then the ﬁeld will be in a coherent state with a well-deﬁned but unknown
phase. With suﬃcient extra knowledge of the preparation event we could predict the
outcome of a measurement to ﬁnd this phase.

5. Laser light
In a laser there are mechanisms for exciting atoms, for allowing the atoms to lase and
for the light to escape from the cavity. The excitation is usually incoherent and the
cavity losses are unlikely to generate coherence; so we shall examine the problem on
a timescale such that the relevant part of the Hamiltonian is H^ F þ H^ A þ H^ I where
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these terms are for the ﬁeld, the system of atoms and the atom–ﬁeld interaction. Such
a timescale would be shorter than the characteristic pumping and cavity loss times.
We assume that the atomic transitions that dominate the contribution have the same
Bohr frequency ! as the ﬁeld mode. The operator c^ in H^ I given by equation (9) will
be a linear combination of terms of the type jgii i hej where jgii and jeii are the lower
^
^
and upper energy
P states of the ithy atom involved in the lasing transition. HA and HF
are given by i jeii i hej
h! and a^ a^ 
h! respectively.
Consider the case of incoherent excitation in which some mechanism excites
the atoms to a state, which could be a pure multiatom state but which will in
general be a pure entangled state of the atoms and the exciting system; we call this
jAiS . For incoherent excitation it is most probable that for this prepared state hc^i ¼ 0
and indeed hC^ i ¼ 0 where C^ represents any linear combination of products of c^ and
c^y such that the number of factors c^ in each term is not equal to the number of
factors c^y . Although any mixture of photon number states would suﬃce for our
argument, to be speciﬁc, let the initial state of the ﬁeld be the vacuum state j0iF .
In the interaction representation the time displacement operator U^ will be
expðiH^ I tÞ with 
h ¼ 1. After time t the expectation value of jn  miF F hnj will be
given by
^ y jn  miF F hnjU^ j0iF jAiS :

S hAjF h0jU

ð18Þ

For m 6¼ 0, expansion of expðiH^ I tÞ as a series shows that the non-zero terms in
equation (18) will be of the form S hAjC^ jAiS . Thus the expectation value of
jn  miF F hnj will vanish for m 6¼ 0 as it does in equation (14). It follows then that
the reduced density matrix, F hnj F jny iF say, representing the state of the ﬁeld in the
energy basis is always diagonal and there are no optical coherences. The phase of the
laser light is random for the prepared source state jAiS .
For a prepared source state for which hC^ i 6¼ 0 the laser light need not have a
random phase. An example of this is an optical ampliﬁer system in which the atoms
are injected in prepared states that are controlled coherently excited superpositions
such as ½jgii þ expðii Þ jeii =21=2 . In this case it is indeed possible to impress phase
information on to the light [21, 22]. Then, if the angles i are unknown but the value
for each atom is correlated with those for other atoms, we can obtain light with at
least a partially deﬁned but unknown phase. The likelihood of preparation of such a
source state by means of incoherent excitation of a very large number of atoms is,
however, extremely small. Thus laser light will in general not have a deﬁnite but
unknown phase. This is in accord with the conjecture of Mølmer [1].
In the above discussion, we have assumed that the ﬁeld is initially in the vacuum
state. It is not diﬃcult to show that we would reach the same conclusion with the
ﬁeld initially in a mixture of photon number states. Again the initial lack of optical
coherences is preserved. Sometimes, however, the action of the laser is thought of as
amplifying an initial weak optical ﬁeld that does have some non-uniform phase
distribution but with an unknown mean. This might be caused, for example, by some
accidental coherence in the excitation of some of the atoms associated with random
ﬂuctuations. The phase ampliﬁcation properties of optical ampliﬁers have been
studied in [22]. It is found that, for large ampliﬁcation by a phase-insensitive
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ampliﬁer, the phase variance of the ampliﬁed light is given by the input phase
variance plus an extra term that is equal to the phase variance of a coherent
state of the same intensity as the initial ﬁeld. Thus the phase of the ampliﬁed ﬁeld
would be less well deﬁned than that of the initial ﬁeld and, as the initial ﬁeld would
be relatively weak, it must have a large phase variance. Thus this ampliﬁcation
process cannot give a very small phase variance commensurate with a strong
coherent state.
Another physical picture is that of a coherent state with a well-deﬁned phase
angle that is performing a random walk around a circle (see, for example, [23]). This
ﬁts in with observed phase diﬀusion predicted by use of the complete Hamiltonian
for the laser including the pumping and cavity loss terms (see, for example, [23]).
In this picture, if a coherent state with a particular phase could be prepared and
maintained in a time short compared with the diﬀusion time, then after a time long
compared with the diﬀusion time it will still have a reasonably deﬁnite phase angle
but this could be anywhere on the circle. That is, the laser would produce a coherent
state with a deﬁnite but unknown phase. The unitary operator for a uniform shift ’
of the phase distribution is expðia^ y a^ ’Þ [19]. This operator preserves the phase
variance in a suitably chosen phase window but alters the mean phase. To generate a
random walk would require an eﬀective Hamiltonian of the form a^ y a^f ðtÞ where f(t)
changes value randomly. For example, f(t) might change sign or not change sign
at regular intervals Dt. It is not immediately obvious how such a Hamiltonian
could be extracted from the full laser Hamiltonian. Thus, even if an initial coherent
state could occur, it is not clear that the action of the phase diﬀusion process in
broadening the phase distribution is to maintain the actual phase variance while
randomly changing the mean.
To conclude this section, by examining the preparation of the light in a laser,
we obtain agreement with Mølmer’s conjecture. A coherent state is in general not
one of the possible prepared states. Does this mean that the light is prepared in a
deﬁnite but unknown photon number state as would be the case if the coeﬃcients in
equation (2) were preparation probabilities? This is unlikely. Even if the atoms are
not entangled with the excitation system, in general the atoms and ﬁeld in a laser
cavity will be prepared in some entangled state. A reduced density operator for the
ﬁeld can be obtained by tracing over the atom states or, if necessary, over the states
of the atoms and the excitation system. This reduced density operator can be used
for predicting measurement probabilities only if the atom states, for example, are not
measured, that is if the POM element for the measurement of the atoms is the unit
operator on the state space of the atoms. If the atoms are entangled with the
excitation system, we would include also the appropriate unit operator in the
combined POM element. Thus in general the coeﬃcients in a particular composition
will depend on the POM element of a future measurement and thus cannot represent
a priori preparation probabilities. An exceptional case would be if we had a source
state, such as for a quantum oscillator, that did not become entangled with the ﬁeld
state. Then measuring the source state would not collapse the ﬁeld state. We see
therefore that, although it can be used for predicting measurement probabilities
provided that the atom states are not measured, the reduced density operator is very
much a ﬁction in itself. If the ﬁeld itself could be prepared in a state given by, say,
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equation (2) where the coeﬃcients are the genuine preparation probabilities, then the
ﬁction in saying it is in a coherent state of unknown phase at least is undetectable by
future measurements. On the other hand the ﬁction in using a reduced density
operator for an atom–ﬁeld system prepared in an entangled state is more serious in
that it can be exposed by performing later measurements on the atoms.

6. Possible observations
In this section we examine two possible experiments that might appear at ﬁrst glance
capable of distinguishing a coherent state composition from other compositions. The
ﬁrst is the experiment discussed by Mølmer [1, 3], Sanders et al. [24] and Cable et al.
[25] which we treat here in a more general way to avoid using any ﬁctional or
particular states. The second involves deliberately disrupting the phase of light. This
might be expected to aﬀect a coherent state but not, for example, a photon number
state that already has a random phase distribution.
6.1 Interference between two lasers
Classically, the concept of a well-deﬁned phase is often associated with interference
eﬀects. While this gives a ready interpretation of the interference between two beams
produced by splitting a single laser beam, it is well known that interference eﬀects
also occur if the original light that is split is, for example, in a photon number state.
The interference is, in eﬀect, an interference of the amplitudes for a photon to take
the diﬀerent paths in the interferometer. A more stringent test of the diﬀerent
possible compositions of laser light might therefore be the interference of light from
two separate lasers [1]. Then, in an experiment occupying a time less than the
diﬀusion time of each laser, there would be a well-deﬁned phase diﬀerence in the
coherent state picture that would lead to observable, and indeed observed, interferences [2]. In the complementary picture, in which we consider the laser ﬁelds to be
in photon number states, there would be a well-deﬁned number diﬀerence. This is the
complement of phase diﬀerence and thus the laser ﬁelds would have a uniform phase
diﬀerence distribution. Without a reasonably well-deﬁned phase diﬀerence it might
appear that interference is unlikely. Mølmer [1, 3] and Sanders et al. [24] have
investigated this situation for the two cavity ﬁelds prepared in the identical photon
number state and found, surprisingly, that interference eﬀects do actually occur.
Cable et al. [25] have extended the study and in particular have considered cases
where the two cavities are in Poissonian and in thermal mixed states. As it is unlikely,
however, that the two cavity ﬁelds are actually prepared in any unentangled ﬁeld
states such as these, we re-examine the problem here and present below a more
general treatment in which we avoid using such ﬁctional states or any particular
cavity states at all.
Let us consider ﬁrstly the case of light leaking out of a single cavity and incident
on a photodetector for a time much less than the phase diﬀusion time. Let the
internal cavity system have an initial density operator ^ . This system can include
the ﬁeld inside the cavity, the atoms and any other essential system such as the
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excitation system if necessary. The probability for detecting a photon is the
probability that the ﬁeld outside the cavity, initially the vacuum state j0io , becomes
a one-photon state j1io where the subscript refers to the outside mode. The leaking
mirror couples the inside ﬁeld mode to the outside modes by means of an
interaction Hamiltonian containing energy-conserving terms proportional to a^ yo a^
and a^ o a^y . Here a lack of a subscript implies an inside ﬁeld mode. The combined
initial state ^ j0io o h0j will evolve under this Hamiltonian a short time later to a sum
of terms including a term "a^ ^ a^y j1io o h1j, where " depends on the small time
interval, and other terms involving states of the outside ﬁeld orthogonal to j1io .
As we do not measure the state of the internal cavity system, the appropriate POM
element is j1io o h1j, where we have not shown explicitly the unit operators acting
on the atom, ﬁeld or other state spaces inside the cavity. From equation (5) this
gives the desired probability as being proportional to Trða^ ^ a^ y Þ, where the trace is
over the internal cavity system states, that is proportional to the mean initial
photon number n in the cavity. From the form of the term "a^ ^ a^ y j1io o h1j, we see
that, if the ﬁeld outside the cavity is found in state j1io o h1j, then the state inside
becomes proportional to a^ ^ a^y . That is, the detection of the ﬁrst photon collapses
the initial density operator inside the cavity from ^ to a^^ a^ y =Trða^ ^ a^ y Þ, after
renormalization. We might interpret this as one photon being destroyed in the
cavity.
In the experiment in which we are interested, there are two similar cavities a and
b, and the initial internal cavity systems have a combined density operator ^ ¼ ^ a ^ b .
The ﬁelds leaving the cavities enter the input ports of a 50:50 beam splitter with
photodetectors in its outputs. The POM element for detecting a photon in one
photodetector and none in the other is j1i1 j0i2 2 h0j1 h1j at the detectors. The
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the modes outside the two detectors. Applying a unitary
backward-time evolution operator to the measurement POM element as discussed in
section 2, we ﬁnd that this is transformed by the beam splitter into a POM element
just outside the cavities given by j f io o h f j where


 
 f ¼ 21=2 ðj1ioa j0iob þ expðiÞ j0ioa j1iob Þ ¼ 21=2 a^ y þ expðiÞ b^y jvacio : ð19Þ
o
o
o
The subscripts oa and ob refer to the modes outside the cavities a and b,
jvacio ¼ j0ioa j0iob and the annihilation operators b^ and b^o act on ﬁeld modes inside
and outside the cavity b respectively.  is dependent on the path diﬀerence from the
cavities to the beam splitter and on which detector registered the photocount. The
interaction Hamiltonian connecting the inside to the outside modes for this case
involves terms proportional to a^ yo a^ þ b^yo b^ and to a^ o a^ y þ b^o b^y . The relevant term here
is the ﬁrst, which can be written as
a^ yo a^ þ b^yo b^ ¼ 12½ða^ yo þ expðiÞ b^yo Þða^ þ expðiÞ b^Þ
þ ða^ yo  expðiÞ b^yo Þða^  expðiÞ b^Þ:

ð20Þ

The term in the complete density operator that evolves in a short time
from ^ jvacio o hvacj arising from the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of
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equation (20) is given by

 



^ 0 / a^ yo þ expðiÞ b^yo jvacio a^ þ expðiÞ b^ ^ a^ y þ expðiÞ b^y
o


^
 hvacj a^ o þ expðiÞ bo
 
  
  
/f
f :
a^ þ expðiÞ b^ ^ a^y þ expðiÞ b^y
o
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ð21Þ

o

The corresponding contribution arising from the second term in equation (20)
involves a state orthogonal to j f io , as do the contributions from all other terms
to this order of smallness. Thus, with the POM element j f io o h f j, the probability
for detecting a photon in one photodetector and none in the other is proportional to
D
E
Tr½ða^ þ expðiÞ b^Þ^ ða^ y þ expðiÞ b^y Þ ¼ n a þ nb þ a^ y b^ expðiÞ þ a^ b^y expðiÞ ,
ð22Þ
where Tr is the trace over the internal cavity system states of both cavities and n a and
n b are the mean photon numbers for the initial cavity states. The detection of the ﬁrst
photon collapses the combined cavity atom-ﬁeld state to
ða^ þ expði Þ b^Þ^ a ^ b ða^ y þ expði Þ b^y Þ
ða^ þ expði Þ b^Þ^ ða^y þ expði Þ b^y Þ
D
E ¼ ^ 1 ¼
Tr½ða^ þ expði Þ b^Þ^ ða^ y þ expði Þ b^y Þ
na þ n b þ a^ y b^ expði Þ þ a^ b^y expði Þ
ð23Þ
after renormalization.
To see how this collapse, or state reduction, has altered the properties of the light
we examine the phase diﬀerence probability distribution P(D). This distribution is 2p
periodic and thus can be written as a Fourier series
PðDÞ ¼

1


1 X
expðipDÞ expðipDÞ :
2p p¼1

ð24Þ

It has been shown in [26] that, for physical states, hexp ðim’Þi for a canonical phase
^m
^
(as
P found for example by the limiting procedure in [19]) is equal to hE i where E is
jnihn
þ
1j,
the
non-unitary
Susskind–Glogower
[27]
operator,
and
m

0.
Also
n
hexp ðim’Þi ¼ hðE^ y Þm i. Similarly for the canonical phase diﬀerence we can show for
physical states that hexp ðimDÞi ¼ hE^ am ðE^ by Þm i, which is just Tr ½^ E^ am ðE^ by Þm , for m  0.
The complex conjugate gives hexpðimDÞi.
We consider the case where the initial internal cavity states are such that the
expectation values of jn0 ia a hnj and jn0 ib b hnj are zero for photon numbers n 6¼ n0 , that
is where the optical coherences vanish. Then, from the above, we can show that the
only non-zero term in equation (24) will be for p ¼ 0. Thus PðDÞ ¼ 1=2p, which is a
uniform, or random, distribution. In addition to the internal cavity states discussed
in the previous section, this case is also applicable to density operators given by
equations (1) and (2). It is not diﬃcult to show that in this case the expectation
values of a^ and b^ are also zero; so the collapsed state after the ﬁrst photon detection
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becomes from equation (23) just




a^ þ expði Þ b^ ^ a ^ b a^ y þ expði Þ b^y
^ 1 ¼
:
n a þ n b

ð25Þ

From equation (25) it is straightforward to ﬁnd, remembering that the expectation values of jn0 ia a hnj and jn0 ib b hnj vanish for n 6¼ n0 , that only the terms in
equation (24) with p ¼ 0,  1 are non-zero. Using a^ ¼ E^ a N^ a1=2 , where N^ a is the
photon number operator, and associated relations we obtain from equation (25), as
shown in appendix A,
PðDÞ ¼

1=2 1=2
1
1 na nb
þ
cosðD   Þ:
2p p n a þ n b

ð26Þ

This subsequent narrowing shown by equation (26) from the uniform distribution
following the detection of the ﬁrst photon increases the chances that the second
photon is detected at the same detector as the ﬁrst, which would lead to a further
narrowing and so on. If the mean initial photon number in one cavity is much
greater than in the other, the second term in equation (26) is very small and the
distribution remains uniform. The narrowing eﬀect is most pronounced for initial
internal cavity states with narrow photon number distributions and with n a ¼ n b for
which equation (26) reduces to ½1 þ cosðD  Þ=2p. Then the phase diﬀerence
variance, in a phase window chosen such that the peak of the distribution is in the
centre, is reduced substantially from the random value of p2 =3 to p2 =3  2. It is
interesting that the interference eﬀects depend on the narrowness of the number state
distribution.
The probabilities for the detection of the second photon are also interesting. The
probability P11 that the same detector as detected the ﬁrst photon will also detect the
second photon can be found by calculating the left-hand side of equation (22) with ^
replaced by ^ 1 given by equation (23). To ﬁnd the probability P12 that the other
detector detects the second photon, we ﬁrst change  in the left-hand side of
equation (22) to  þ p. In the case where both internal cavity states are pure coherent
states of light we ﬁnd from equation (23) that ^ 1 ¼ ^ . Thus the detection of the ﬁrst
photon does not aﬀect the probability of where the second photon will be detected.
In the case where the optical coherences vanish, on the other hand, we ﬁnd in
appendix A, using equation (25), that the ratio of the probabilities is
n2a þ n2b  n a  n b
P12
¼
:
P11 n2 þ n2  na  n b þ 4n a nb
a
b

ð27Þ

When the initial mean photon number for one cavity is much greater than for the
other such that, for example 4n a n b
n2a , this ratio reduces to unity and it is equally
likely for the second photon to be detected in either detector. This is in accord with
the phase diﬀerence distribution remaining uniform. Some extreme cases for narrow
initial number state distributions with equal initial mean photon numbers are as
follows. If these mean photon numbers are much greater than unity, the ratio
reduces to 1/3; that is, it is three times more likely for the second photon to be
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detected by the detector that detected the ﬁrst photon than by the other detector.
This agrees with the value quoted by Mølmer for the case where both cavities are in
identical pure number states [3]. If on the other hand there is initially only one
photon in each cavity, the eﬀect is even more pronounced with the ratio reducing to
zero. In this case the second photon must be detected by the detector that detected
the ﬁrst. This eﬀect has, in fact, been veriﬁed experimentally by Hong et al. [28].
When two photons are incident on a 50:50 beam splitter, they must both be detected
by the same detector.
Mølmer [1, 3] has numerically simulated interference graphs for the special case
where both cavity ﬁelds are in identical pure number states and this case has also
been examined by Sanders et al. [24]. Cable et al. [25] have extended the study to
include Poissonian and thermal mixed states. Mølmer’s graphs are similar to those
expected from the coherent state picture and which have been observed experimentally [2]. The phase narrowing result derived above and the enhanced probability that the second photon is detected by the same detector as the ﬁrst photon
depend only on the internal cavity density operators ^ a and ^ b being such that the
expectation values of jn0 ia a hnj and jn0 ib b hnj vanish for photon numbers n 6¼ n0 .
Thus the same interference eﬀects will follow irrespective of whether or not we can
factorize the internal cavity states into separate atom and ﬁeld states. These eﬀects
are also independent of how we might decompose the resulting individual ﬁeld
density operators, which could be as number states, as coherent states or as neither.
This result is based on the concept that the internal cavity state is entangled with
the ﬁeld state outside the cavity, which allows the internal state to be collapsed by
measurement of the outside state. We have seen, on the other hand, that pure
internal coherent ﬁeld states, such as produced by oscillators inside the cavities, are
not collapsed by the photon detection. Essentially this is because there is no such
entanglement with the outside states. It may seem a little puzzling, therefore, that
for a mixture of coherent states the probability of the second measurement can be
aﬀected by the outcome of the ﬁrst. For the coherent state case, the mechanism is
retrodiction rather than state collapse. The ﬁrst measurement provides information
that changes the classical probabilities from the a priori probabilities associated
with the individual coherent states in the initial mixed density operator.
In appendix B we give a formal retrodictive analysis of this case and show that
the a posteriori density operator is identical with ^ 1 given by equation (25).
We see from the above that, beginning with two sources that are not expected to
show interference because of their uniform phase diﬀerence distribution, detecting a
photon by a method which makes it impossible to tell from which source the
photon originated can produce a phase diﬀerence. This allows interference eﬀects
for subsequently emitted light. It is interesting to note this concept is not new and
has indeed been experimentally veriﬁed by Ghosh and Mandel [29]. By means of a
parametric downconversion process they used sources in number states with
na ¼ nb ¼ 1. For a description of this experiment in terms of the phase diﬀerence
induced by collapse after detection of the ﬁrst photon see [30]. There it was found
that the phase diﬀerence variance was reduced from an initial p2 =3 to p2 =3  2 in
an appropriately chosen 2p range, precisely in accord with that obtained from
equation (26) with n a ¼ n b . We note that, although photon detection results in
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entanglement of the cavity ﬁelds if the initial states are photon number states,
entanglement is not necessary for a relative phase to develop. Cable et al. [25] have
shown that the cavity states remain separable if they are initially Poissonian or
thermal mixed states.
6.2 Phase disruption of laser light
An alternative way of experimentally distinguishing between a coherent state of
unknown phase and a mixture of number states would appear to be as follows.
While coherent states have a narrow phase distribution, states such as number
states or mixtures of number states have a uniform distribution. Thus deliberately
disrupting the phase of the light from a laser might be expected to aﬀect a coherent
state of unknown phase but not to aﬀect a number state. Essentially this is because
a number state is an eigenstate of a^y a^ , which is the generator of the phase shift. Can
we detect this diﬀerence experimentally, for example by studying the eﬀect of the
disruption on the excitation of a two-level atom? If we restrict ourselves to a
timescale much shorter than the diﬀusion time, then a coherent state of unknown
phase will maintain this phase if used as a p pulse for exciting a two-level atom
from the ground state jgi to the excited state jei. We may think of the action of a
strong coherent state as being similar to that of a classical ﬁeld, which causes the
Bloch vector to precess steadily from jgi to jei during the pulse time. The
probability that the atom is then found in jei is therefore unity, irrespective of
the actual unknown phase of the coherent state, provided that the same phase is
maintained throughout the pulse. It is well known that a ﬁeld in a photon number
state, or with a narrow number state distribution, can also excite the atom from jgi
to jei in an appropriate time [18]. Such a ﬁeld does not have a particular phase.
Now consider the case in which we deliberately disrupt the phase of the pulse
during the pulse. We could do this, for example, by applying a phase shift halfway
through the pulse. If the ﬁeld is in a coherent state during the pulse, we should
reduce the probability that the atom is found in jei to less than unity. Indeed, if this
were a phase shift of p, it should reduce the probability that the atom is found in jei
to zero. On the other hand, applying a phase shift to a state, such as a number
state, with a uniform phase distribution does not alter the state. Thus we might
expect that the probability that the atom is found in jei is still unity. In such a case
we would have a way of experimentally distinguishing the two pictures. We now
examine the situation in detail.
We choose the frequency of the light to equal the Bohr frequency of the atom
and let the pulse be in a number state jni. The interaction Hamiltonian is of the
form [18]
  
 
H^ I ¼ il a^ y g hej  a^ jei g :

ð28Þ

An initial state of jgijni will, because of the energy-conserving form of equation (28),
evolve to a superposition cg ðtÞjgijni þ ce ðtÞjeijn  1i. Using this state in the
Schrödinger equation with Hamiltonian (28) yields two simple coupled equations
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which are easily solved to give [18]


cg ðtÞ ¼ cos n1=2 lt

ð29Þ



ce ðtÞ ¼  sin n1=2 lt :

ð30Þ

The time required for a p pulse is thus tp ¼ p=2n1=2 l. Let us now apply a p phase
shift to the ﬁeld at time tp =2 and then allow the ﬁeld to interact with the atom for
another period of tp =2. At the tp =2 state, jgijni will have evolved to ðjgijni
jeijn  1iÞ=21=2 . The unitary operator giving a p phase shift is U^ ðpÞ ¼ expðia^ y a^pÞ.
Applying this to the evolved state yields the state ð1Þn ðjgijni þ jeijn  1iÞ=21=2 .
We can show similarly to the above that a state jeijn  1i will evolve in time t
to cosðn1=2 ltÞjeijn  1i þ sinðn1=2 ltÞjgijni. Thus after another period of tp =2, the ﬁnal
state will be ð1Þn jgijni. Thus the atom will be left in its ground state just as for the
coherent state case. We see that it is the entanglement between the atom and the ﬁeld
induced by the ﬁrst p/2 pulse that allows the atom–ﬁeld system to be aﬀected by the
phase disturbing pulse. There is a non-zero amplitude for the ﬁeld to be found in jni
after the ﬁrst p/2 pulse and a non-zero amplitude for the ﬁeld to be found in jn  1i.
A superposition of jni and jn  1i suﬀers a phase shift under the action of U^ ðpÞ.
Of course, just as with the interference between two lasers, it is not merely a
coincidence that the results of this experiment are in accord with the preferred
ensemble fallacy. We have shown that for the ﬁrst experiment that the probability
that a particular detector registers two consecutive photocounts depends only on the
initial density operator and not its particular composition. In the second experiment
the three unitary time-evolution operators involved can be combined mathematically
into a single unitary operator expðiH^ I tp =2Þ U^ ðpÞ expðiH^ I tp =2Þ, which can be
reduced simply to U^ ðpÞ. This leaves the atom in the ground state regardless of the
initial ﬁeld state.

7. Conclusion
We have examined the controversial conjecture of Mølmer [1] that optical coherences in laser light may well be just a convenient ﬁction. Mathematically we can write
the reduced density operator for laser light as a mixed state representing, for
example, a coherent state of unknown phase or a photon number state of unknown
number. If the coherent state description is a ﬁction, then, as pointed out by
Rudolph and Sanders [7], continuous variable teleportation as implemented by
experiments so far may also be a ﬁction. On the other hand the preferred ensemble
fallacy implies that measurements made on the light cannot distinguish between
diﬀerent descriptions such as those above. On this basis it might be argued that no
particular description is any more real than any other and we can thus choose the
most convenient. van Enk and Fuchs [8] disagreed with the claims of Rudolph and
Sanders and proposed that coherent states do play a privileged role in the description
of laser light. Wiseman [11] also defended continuous variable teleportation and
argued that a laser beam is used as a clock and it is as good a clock as any other. We
do not discuss these arguments here.
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In this paper we have examined the question of deciding between what is real and
what is ﬁctional. Although diﬀerent compositions of the density operator cannot be
distinguished by future measurement events, they are not equivalent when past
preparation events are considered. When the coeﬃcients of components of a mixed
state represent actual a priori preparation probabilities these components are not
ﬁctional. For example, suppose that Alice prepares a spin-half atom with a density
operator proportional to the unit operator by selecting state jþzi or jzi with equal
a priori probability. Such a mixed state is indistinguishable by future measurement
information from an equal mixture of jþyihþyj and jyihyj. However, with
suitable information about the orientation of Alice’s preparation device we can
say, for example, that the probability that the atom has been prepared in state jþzi is
1/2 and the probability that the atom has been prepared in state jþyi is zero. Thus,
although it may be convenient for predictive purposes to decompose the density
operator in terms of the y states, it would be a ﬁction to say that these were the states
that were actually prepared.
By examining the preparation procedure for laser light we conclude, in agreement
with Mølmer, that the optical coherences corresponding to the composition (1) are a
ﬁction. The composition in terms of photon number states, however, also appears to
be a ﬁction. The actual state inside the laser cavity is most likely an entangled state
involving the ﬁeld, the atoms and possibly the excitation mechanism. A reduced
density operator for the ﬁeld can be obtained by tracing over the appropriate part of
the system. This would mean, however, that the coeﬃcients in the resulting mixture
would depend on a future event, the non-measurement of the part of the system over
which the trace was taken, and thus cannot represent a priori preparation probabilities. Consequently we have generalized Mølmer’s demonstration that two
cavities containing ﬁelds in the same number state give the same interference eﬀects
as two coherent states. We have shown that the collapse of the entangled internal
cavity state induced by a measurement of the external ﬁeld gives the same result as
the change in probabilities in a coherent state mixture due to retrodiction on the
basis of the measurement outcome.
As a potential means of discriminating between coherent states and number
states in addition to that considered by Mølmer, we have studied the eﬀect of
deliberately disrupting the phase of the light outside the laser by appropriate phase
shifting. One might expect that this would destroy the phase coherence of a coherent
state but leave unaﬀected a photon number state, which already has a random phase.
We ﬁnd, however, that by using a two-level atom as a detector we still cannot
distinguish between the disrupted coherent state and the disrupted number state.
In conclusion, we must agree that, although describing laser light as a coherent
state is a ﬁction that cannot be revealed by future measurements of the light, it is
nevertheless a ﬁction. Using a reduced density operator to describe the light,
however, is also a ﬁction. It is convenient and legitimate to use such descriptions
to predict the outcomes of future measurements, provided that the ﬁctional nature of
the reduced density operator is not exposed by measuring the atoms. It is important,
however, not to confuse ﬁction with reality when inferring from experimental results
whether or not processes that rely on the coherent state assumption have
actually occurred, for example whether continuous variable teleportation has been
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implemented or whether a particular state, such as a squeezed state, has really been
prepared.
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Appendix A
Derivation of equations (26) and (27)
The initial expectation values of jn0 ia a hnj and jn0 ib b hnj are zero for photon numbers
n 6¼ n0 . Because of this, expressions such as Tra ð^ a a^ Þ and Tra ð^ a E^ a Þ vanish because
they contain lowering operators such as jn  1ia a hnj. Likewise expressions such
as Tra ð^ a E^ a a^ Þ will also vanish. On the other hand, expressions such as Tra ð^ a a^ y E^ a Þ
will not vanish because the raising action of a^ y counteracts the lowering action of E^ a .
We wish to ﬁnd Trab ½^ 1 E^ am ðE^ by Þm  for m > 0, as it is clearly unity for m ¼ 0.
Substitution for ^ 1 from equation (23) yields four terms. For m ¼ 1 the only term
that does not vanish has a numerator






expði Þ Tr b^^ a ^ b a^y E^ a E^ by ¼ expði Þ Trb b^^ b E^ by Tra ^ a a^y E^ a :
ðA1Þ
This is the only term that has a balance between raising and lowering operators for
both cavity states. To calculate this we use the relation E^ ay a^ ¼ N^ a1=2 ¼ a^ y E^ a , which
can be easily checked by allowing each expression to act on any number state jnia .
After using the cyclic property of the trace to write the ﬁrst factor on the right of
equation (A1) as expðiÞ Trb ðE^ by b^^ b Þ, we can use a similar simplifying relation to
1=2
write this as expðiÞ Trb ðN^ b1=2 ^ b Þ. Equation (A1) then reduces to expðiÞ n1=2
b na .
For m  2 there are insuﬃcient factors of a^y , for example, in any term to balance
E^ am . We thus obtain no contribution to P(D) in equation (24) from such terms. The
contribution from m ¼ 1 is just the complex conjugate of equation (A1), that is
1=2
expðiÞ n1=2
b na . Combining the contributions for m ¼ 0 and m ¼ 1, including the
denominator in equation (25), yields equation (26).
To derive equation (27) we note that
 
h
i
P11 / Tr a^ þ expði Þ b^ ^ 1 a^ y þ expði Þb^y :
ðA2Þ
When we substitute for ^ 1 from equation (23) we obtain 16 terms. Because the initial
expectation values of jn0 ia a hnj and jn0 ib b hnj are zero for photon numbers n 6¼ n0 , the
only non-zero terms will contain a lowering operator to counteract the eﬀect of a
raising operator. That is, it must contain an a^ y for every a^ and a b^y for every b^. Thus
there are only six non-zero terms, which are proportional to Trða^ a^ ^ a ^ b a^ y a^ y Þ,
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Trðb^b^^ a ^ b b^y b^y Þ, Trða^ b^^ a ^ b a^ y b^y Þ, Trða^ b^^ a ^ b b^y a^ y Þ, Trðb^a^ ^ a ^ b a^ y b^y Þand Trðb^a^ ^ a ^ b b^y a^y Þ.
Each of the last four terms is equal to




ðA3Þ
Tra a^ y a^^ a Trb b^y b^^ b ¼ n a n b :
The ﬁrst term can be written as Trða^ y a^ y a^a^ ^ a ^ b Þ, which becomes

Tr a^ y ða^ a^ y  1Þa^ ^ a ^ b ¼ n2a  n a :

ðA4Þ

The second term gives a corresponding result. Thus
P11 / n2a þ n2b  n a  nb þ 4n a n b :

ðA5Þ

To ﬁnd P12, we change  to  þ p in equation (22), but not in equation (23). This
again leads to six non-zero terms. The ﬁrst two are the same as before. The last four
have the same magnitudes as before but two of them have their signs reversed. Thus
the total contribution from the last four terms is zero and we obtain
P12 / n2a þ n2b  n a  n b :

ðA6Þ

Appendix B
Coherent states and retrodiction
Consider a case where Alice can actually prepare a large number of coherent states
with equal amplitude but diﬀerent phases in a cavity, for example by use of a
quantum oscillator and a phase shifter. Let Pa ðiÞ be the a priori probability that the
state ji ia is prepared. If the state ji ia is prepared, then after a short time the
combined ﬁeld inside and outside the cavity will evolve to ji ia j"i ioa where " is very
small and, to this order of approximation, we write i instead of i ð1  "2 =2Þ for the
inside ﬁeld. Then the probability that the state j"i ioa outside the cavity is prepared is
also Pa ðiÞ. Because of the lack of entanglement, a measurement made on the ﬁeld
outside the cavity will not collapse the inside ﬁeld state. As the inside and outside
ﬁeld states are correlated, however, the result of the measurement will give some
information about the inside ﬁeld that we can use to modify the initial probabilities.
This is essentially a problem in retrodiction. The preparation device operator
^ a ðiÞ ¼ Pa ðiÞj"i ioa oa h"i j. We now
associated with the preparation of j"i ioa is L
apply the formal theory of retrodiction to the two-cavity problem.
We ﬁrstly apply retrodiction to the state outside the cavities a and b based on the
measurement outcome that one photon is detected by one photodetector and none
^ j ¼ j f io o h f j with j f io
by the other. The POM element for this detection event is P
given by equation (19). Pb ðkÞ is the preparation probability of jk ib b hk j in cavity b.
The combined preparation device operator for the combined ﬁeld state
j"i ioa oa h"i j j"j ioa oa h"j j outside both cavities is given by
 
 
^ b ðkÞ ¼ Pa ðiÞPb ðkÞj"i ioa oa h"i j "k ob "k :
^ a ðiÞL
ðB1Þ
L
ob
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^ a ðiÞL
^ b ðiÞ in place of L
^ i we ﬁnd that the probability that the
From equation (6) with L
ﬁeld state outside the cavities was j"i ioa oa h"i j j"j iob ob h"j j is proportional to
 
Pa ðiÞPb ðkÞo hvacjða^ o þ expði Þ b^o Þj"i ioa oa h"i j "k ob


  y
 ^ þ expði Þ b^y Þjvacio / Pa ðiÞPb ðkÞi þ expði Þ k 2
ðB2Þ
ob "k ða
o
o
This must also be proportional to the probability that the ﬁeld prepared inside the
cavities was ji ia a hi j jj io o hj j. Thus the retrodicted density operator of the ﬁeld
inside the cavities is proportional to
X

2
   
Pa ðiÞPb ðkÞ i þ expði Þ k  ji ia a hi j k b b k 
i, k


 

¼ a^ þ expði Þ b^ ^ a^ y þ expði Þ b^y

ðB3Þ

where
^ ¼

X

Pa ðiÞPb ðkÞ ji ia a hi j

   
k b k 
b

ðB4Þ

i, k

is the a priori density operator assigned to the state of the cavities before
the measurement. The retrodicted, or a posteriori, density operator (B3) can be
normalized by division by its trace. Comparison with equation (25) shows that the
retrodicted state, that is the state that has been modiﬁed on the basis of measurement
information, is precisely the same as the measurement-collapsed state with density
operator ^ 1 calculated on the basis of entanglement between the states inside and
outside the cavity. Of course ^ 1 in equation (25) refers to the internal cavity systems
whereas equation (B4) refers to the internal ﬁelds. In this case, we have quantum
oscillators instead of atoms and the density operator for the internal cavity system in
each cavity can be factorized. This allows us to multiply (B4) by the density
operators for the oscillators and to complete the correspondence to equation (25).
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